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Abstract 
We present a model for predicting the solar cell efficiency potential of multicrystalline silicon bricks prior to sawing. 
Three model inputs are required: bulk lifetime images from the side faces of the bricks, the cell manufacturing 
process, and its gettering action. The model is set up with numerical device and circuit simulations, but may 
afterwards be parameterized for inline application. In the example shown here, we chose literature data to quantify 
the increase in bulk lifetime caused by phosphorus gettering of impurities during cell manufacturing. Our proposed 
model enables manufacturers to (i) assess initial brick quality in relation to their specific cell production line, (ii) to 
exclude certain parts of the bricks from cell manufacturing, and (iii) to adjust cell manufacturing to initial material 
quality. The specific gettering efficiency and cell process can be fed into the model dynamically and need to be 
calibrated ideally for each material manufacturer and each cell production line. The model presented here can be 
extended to cast mono and dendritically grown bricks. 
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1. Introduction 
There have been efforts [1 3] to predict solar cell efficiencies prior to manufacturing, based on 
lifetime measurement of multicrystalline or mono-like as-cut wafers or silicon bricks often linked to 
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impurity concentrations. This is not surprising, because such predictions enable manufactures to exclude 
unsuitable wafers from cell production and hence to save costs.  
Lifetimes are a suitable parameter as they strongly influence cell efficiency. However, it is well known 
that lifetimes change during processing due to gettering, contamination and hydrogenation. Thus, it is an 
intricate task to use measured initial lifetimes for predicting cell efficiency. In as-cut wafers, bulk 
lifetimes are largely inaccessible, because surface recombination limits the measured lifetime [4]. 
However, in silicon bricks, bulk lifetimes can be measured, as was demonstrated in [5 9]. This can be 
exploited for efficiency predictions.  
It was recently shown [10] that device modeling is capable of reproducing experimentally achieved 
mc-Si cell efficiency when lifetime images are used as model input. For example, the emitter and BSF of 
fabricated cells were etched off, the new surfaces were passivated at low-temperature, and a lifetime 
image was taken. When feeding these lifetimes into the device model, Voc was reproduced within three 
mV. 
In this paper, we combine photoluminescence detected bulk lifetimes and device modeling to predict 
solar cell efficiencies as a function of brick height. We incorporate published gettering data and thus 
demonstrate the principle of this promising approach.  
2. Bulk lifetime measurements 
The bulk excess carrier lifetimes beneath the side faces of silicon bricks, b(x,y), can be measured with 
high spatial resolution by photoluminescence spectral intensity-ratio (PLIR) imaging. The variable x 
represents the lateral coordinate and y the brick height, which is the growth direction of the crystal. Fig. 1 
shows the PLIR detected b(x,y) image of a typical brick side face. We use an improved imaging 
procedure [6] for gaining data throughout the whole brick height, and we obtain data with reasonable 
confidence even in the high-impurity zones at the bottom and the top of the brick, where lifetimes drop 
below 5 μs. The bulk lifetimes range from 150 μs in the centre to ~ 0.5 μs at the bottom and the top. 
 
Fig. 1: Bulk lifetime image as measured at a brick face using the PLIR technique [5]. 
3. Process induced changes to lifetime 
Carnel et al. [11] and Tan et al. [12] compared lifetimes in wafers before and after gettering. We 
extract the bulk lifetime before and after gettering from Carnel et al. [11] as shown in Fig. 2(a). The ratio 
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between both curves was applied to the PLIR detected b(x,y) image shown in Fig.1 to obtain the gettered 
bulk lifetime b(x,y) illustrated in Fig. 2(b).  
The gettering data and the PLIR detected bulk lifetime contains significant error in the very top and 
bottom section of the brick (areas indicated in Fig. 2(a) with dashed line). We therefore do not investigate 
these areas quantitatively and only show cropped brick images. We note that this does not affect the 
analysis, since these areas will not be utilized for solar cell manufacturing in any case. 
We note that the ratio in the very top and bottom section of the brick was measured with extremely 
high values and likely contains significant errors. We indicate this area with a dashed line in Fig. 2(a). 
Future experiments need to reinvestigate the gettering efficacy in this region. 
It is important to include the gettering-induced changes to lifetime in our model, because Carnel et al. 
[11] and Schueler et al. [13] have shown that a consistent correlation between brick quality and cell 
efficiency can only be found in relation to the gettered  not the initial  bulk lifetime. Effective 
phosphorus and temperature assisted gettering during cell manufacturing removes most of the lifetime 
limiting impurities such as iron, or clusters them into less recombination active states, which is referred to 
as internal gettering [5,6]. 
In order to fine-tune our model to a specific manufacturer, an experimental assessment of the gettering 
efficiency needs to be done initially. One method is comparing neighbouring wafers at various positions 
within the brick, where every second wafer is processed into a solar cell and then etched back for a final 
bulk lifetime measurement. Such an experimental calibration would have the advantage that also 
improvements in b(x,y) due to hydrogenation, aluminium gettering and changes in dislocations densities 
[16] would be included. In our present example, we only include phosphorus gettering. 
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Fig. 2: (a) Brick lifetime before and after gettering as measured by Carnel et al. [11]. The ratio between both curves was used to 
recalculate the lifetime image in Fig. 1. The data on the very bottom and top section of the brick is expected to carry a larger error. It 
is therefore drawn in a dashed line. (b) Bulk lifetime after phosphorous gettering, calculated from Fig. 1 using (a). 
4. Device simulations 
proceed in two steps. Firstly, we simulate 
mc-Si solar cells with the following approach. The b(x,y) values at any height y of the brick is discretized 
in a lifetime histogram having a number n of lifetime values sim,i with corresponding frequencies Ai. We 
then simulate, using Sentaurus Device [13], a sequence of n monocrystalline Si cells in two dimensions, 
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each having a homogeneous lifetime sim,i, and obtain their I-V curves I(V)mono,i. To calculate the I-V 
curve of the mc-Si cell, I(V)multi, these simulated I(V)mono,i curves are fed to a SPICE circuit model, using 
the frequencies Ai as area factors. The circuit then approximates the lateral current flow within both the 
semiconductor material and the front metal fingers. Finally, the resulting I(V)multi curve provides the 
efficiency .  
In a second step, we correlate the measured lifetime values with mc-Si cell efficiencies with the 
following approach. Fig. 3 shows the efficiency  resulting from the I(V)mono,i curves for two different cell 
designs: a standard design and a cell with improved emitter, rear back surface field and optimized grid 
spacing. As  depends on the manufacturing process [17], we call Fig. 3 a cell process curve (CPC). With 
the CPC, each lifetime value in the brick can be translated to a corresponding efficiency value, so the 
whole lifetime image can be translated into an efficiency images. In short, a cell manufacturer needs to 
simulate a CPC of a production line only once, and then this CPC alone can be used to predict cell 
efficiency from the PLIR detected b(x,y) image and the established gettering ratio. 
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Fig. 3: Cell efficiency as a function of homogeneous bulk lifetime, obtained from numerical device simulations. A standard and an 
improved cell manufacturing process are shown. 
5. Results 
The brick is now analyzed with the above described methods. Each lifetime value from Fig.2(b) is 
translated with the CPC (of the improved cell process in Fig. 3) to the corresponding cell efficiency and is 
depicted in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(b), mc-Si cell efficiencies are shown in dependence of the position within 
the brick. Note that the efficiencies in Fig. 4(b) are not obtained by a simple mathematical averaging 
procedure of Fig. 4(a), but from combined device and a circuit simulation as described in part one of 
section 4. This is a crucial step for a useful brick quality assessment. Otherwise, the correlation between 
initial brick lifetime and final cell efficiency becomes too vague. 
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Fig. 4: (a) Efficiency image, obtained from recalculating  Fig. 2(b) with the simulated curve in Fig. 3; (b) Simulated mc-cell 
efficiency shown in dependence of the position within the brick in Fig. 4(a). Shown are the results for two different cell processes 
(see Fig. 3). 
6. Conclusion and outlook 
A method of predicting mc-Si cell efficiency from lifetime measurements of mc-Si bricks has been 
demonstrated in principle. The method uses a combination of (i) photoluminescence detected bulk 
lifetime images of brick faces, (ii) a gettering ratio to quantify the changes in lifetimes due to cell 
manufacturing, and (iii) numerical device simulation. Tasks (ii) and (iii) need be done only once for a 
certain cell manufacturing process, yielding the gettering ratio and the cell process curve (CPC). Then, 
many incoming bricks may be quickly assessed by task (i) using the simple curves that resulted from 
tasks (ii) and (iii). We expect that, with this method, suitable parts of the bricks can be selected more 
precisely and in a strongly simplified way. 
In this paper, only literature data for gettering ratios are used. In practical applications, the influence of 
gettering on lifetimes needs to be assessed because this data is always specific to each material 
manufacturer and to each cell manufacturing process. Also, each production line will need to be modeled 
individually. A more general approach might be possible if impurity concentrations are already known on 
brick level [2,18]. 
Finally, it will need to be investigated in more detail how accurate cell efficiencies can be predicted of 
wafers that are effectively only measured on their side faces. 
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